
White Buffalo Woman 
 

An Afternoon of Channeled Messages and Healings 
December 11 @ 12pm – REGISTER NOW! 

 

 

Eve Kerwin, White Buffalo Woman 
 
In this group event, each person will receive messages and a healing by White Buffalo Woman 
who will work through Eve Kerwin. Eve's spiritual gifts enable her to connect to the energies 

of the Archangels, Ascended Masters, and to other teachers and spiritual guides  
who serve the light. 

Eve will explain her process, connect with spirit, and then offer messages and a healing to all 
participants. There will be time for Q & A. 

 
Please note: Participants are required to wear a mask during this event. Eve will not be wearing a mask. While channeling, Eve's breathing 

is very rapid. For all to experience her highest and best, Eve will remove her mask during the event.  

We have limited attendance to 12 to allow for ample spacing of guests. (The Angel Wing is located next to The Angel Cooperative) 

$150/pp ~ 50% deposit required at registration 

********************************	
Eve is renowned throughout the country and the world as White Buffalo Woman. Although she remains 
humble and approachable, Eve carries the same Divine Feminine imprint as Mother Mary, Isis, Eve, and Quan 
Yin. She is an accomplished Shamanic Healer and Channel, bringing her clients profound messages of 
inspiration and guidance, working with each individual's spiritual, mental, emotional and physical bodies. 
In 1991, Eve experienced a series of personal challenges, which prompted her inward search. During a 
period of deep meditation and intense drumming, the divine being White Buffalo Woman made her presence 
known, and has since guided and orchestrated her inspirational work for the benefit of humanity. In addition, 
Eve's spiritual gifts enable her to connect to the energies of the Archangels, exalted masters and guides, and 
at times to the Higher Self or Inner Child of the client. 

	
The	Awakening:	The	Life	and	Work	of	Eve	Kerwin,	White	Buffalo	Woman		
White Buffalo Woman steps into Eve Kerwin’s body whenever Eve begins to channel. Eve’s spiritual search, 
the appearance of White Buffalo Woman in her life and the unfolding of Eve’s Shamanic Healing Practice are 
told in this astonishing tale of the transformation of an ordinary suburban housewife into a world-traveling 
channel and energy healer. Her profound awakening and amazing journey from childhood to spiritual healing 
master create a book that is hard to put down. Eve sees beyond the third dimension and what she sees 
becomes real for the reader as the story progresses. 


